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North Ayrshire Rural Design Guidance – an explanation 

This Design Guidance is for new smaller developments of between one and four new 
homes in the North Ayrshire countryside - (designated as Rural areas in the Local 
Plan.)

Although new housing can be accommodated in existing larger settlements there is 
a demand  for smaller developments of new homes in the countryside. This guidance  
aims to ensure that  new development does not detrimentally affect its setting and is 
appropriate in terms of design, scale, siting and character.

This guidance aims to promote development which compliments North Ayrshire’s 
rural,  landscape character; reconciling the requirements of a modern lifestyle with 
the principles underpinning traditional rural development while promoting “distinctive”, 
good quality,  contemporary design proposals.  

This Guidance has been formally adopted as supplementary guidance to the 
North Ayrshire Local Plan.
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North Ayrshire Rural Design Guidance and Planning Policy

The Scottish Government aims to promote sustainable economic development in rural 
areas. At the same time it encourages local authorities to promote new, high quality design 
within a rural setting (through SPP15 and associated PAN Guidance) while maintaining and 
protecting landscape character. 
Within North Ayrshire (as within every local council), Planning Policy and Guidance has a 
critical role to play in reconciling opportunities for development with the need to protect and 
enhance its countryside setting. Rural Design Guidance and Local Plan Policy will both be 
used by Planning Officers when assessing applications. 
This Design Guidance for housing development in rural areas has been developed to 
supplement and support the Local Plan and relevant Planning Policy. It summarises only 
the Policy which is relevant to the design of housing to ensure that applicants have an 
understanding of key issues. 
This document is not intended as a comprehensive summary of all of the Local Plan Policy 
which may affect a potential development. Applicants must therefore consult Planning 
Officers at an early stage in order to determine firstly what land use category is indicated in 
the Local Plan, and secondly- if development is acceptable - what other parameters apply in 
addition to the need for good quality design.  
The Local Plan includes maps which define which parts of North Ayrshire are designated as 
“rural areas”. Within these, it distinguishes between countryside and sensitive countryside.
Any applications for sites within areas of sensitive countryside continue to be assessed 
against existing Local Plan policies which still have a strong presumption against housing in 
the countryside which is not related to farming or legitimate rural business.

 

FOOTNOTE:  As  at January 2008 existing Local Plan Policies include:
Alteration No 1 to North Ayrshire Local Plan (Excluding Isle of Arran) and Isle of Arran Local Plan: Rural 
Development Policies
POLICY E 1:   Economic Development or Diversification in Rural Areas
POLICY E 2:   Housing in Rural Areas in support of Economic Development or Diversification
POLICY H 1:   Small-scale growth of existing rural housing groups  
POLICY H 2:  Single Houses in Rural Areas
ENV 1    Development in the Countryside
ENV 5    Sensitive Landscape Areas
iRelated Alterations to the Local Plans –Additions to the Development Control Statement
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North Ayrshire Rural Design Guidance and Planning Policy (contd.)

Countryside areas includes all other land within North Ayrshire’s rural areas. 
 •   proposals for development are permitted  in rural areas which are not defined in the Local Plan 
    as a settlement or village provided that existing housing development has not been achieved through  
    conversion and:

a) the proposal constitutes a small-scale addition to an existing well-defined nucleated group of 
4 or more houses where expansion is limited to  50% of the number of dwellings existing in that 
group (as of 1 January 2005) up to a maximum of 4 new housing units.
b) the proposal is sympathetic to the character and form of the existing group; The sensitive 
infilling of any available gap sites consolidating existing groups will be particularly encouraged.
c) any individual proposal does not prejudice a future development opportunity
d) the proposal complies with Roads Guidelines

• a limited number of single houses are permitted in countryside areas without any economic justification 
provided that:- 

a) the proposal is distinctive and responsive to its setting, making a positive design contribution 
to the locality of the area; high quality design for single houses in the countryside is required and 
houses of a suburban character will not be accepted.
b) the proposal integrates with and complements and enhances the established character of the 
area and the cumulative impact on the landscape of the development is acceptable
c) it is demonstrated that account has been taken of the possibility of converting, rehabilitating, or 
replacing an existing building in the countryside or of locating a new building on brownfield land.

To ensure an extremely high standard of exemplar design for single new houses in the 
countryside all such proposals will be subject to a high level of scrutiny and will be referred to 
an internal design review panel or Architecture and Design Scotland. 

All rural areas  Planning Policy is intended to protect the countryside from poor design and inappropriate 
incremental and sporadic growth. It therefore requires that all housing developments in rural areas make 
a positive contribution to the built environment. Policy therefore requires that all proposals therefore should 
be:-
• of a nature and scale suitable for a rural location; 
• sympathetic to the character and form of adjacent existing groups and landscape setting 
• sustainable;
• successfully integrated within existing landscape character and the character and form of existing 

groups of houses.
FOOTNOTE:  As  at January 2008 existing Local Plan Policies include:
Alteration No 1 to North Ayrshire Local Plan (Excluding Isle of Arran) and Isle of Arran Local Plan: Rural 
Development Policies
*   POLICY E 1:   Economic Development or Diversification in Rural Areas
**  POLICY E 2:   Housing in Rural Areas in support of Economic Development or Diversification
*** POLICY H 1:   Small-scale growth of existing rural housing groups 
****POLICY H 2:  Single Houses in Rural Areas
iRelated Alterations to the Local Plans –Additions to the Development Control Statement
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Design Guidance Structure 
This Guidance is in three parts:-

Part 1  Local Distinctiveness 
This section provides a brief overview of North Ayrshire’s rural landscape and buildings. 

Part 2    Design Guidance 
This section outlines the general principles which underpin good design in the countryside. 
It aims to:-

• provide general guidance which explains why some properties look “at home” in 
  their setting and others do not 
.

• explain the key ideas which need to be considered during the design process  
• give examples of good quality contemporary design in a rural setting
  
Part 3  The Planning Process 
This section explains how the design guidance is used during the planning process. It  
includes an explanation of :-
the role of Design Statements and how these are assessed - for example whether 
information in the design statement is relevant, what are key points to consider, and whether 
information is properly presented; what other supporting information may be required?
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retaining a sense of place

North Ayrshire’s rural character 
North Ayrshire Council’s Policy and Guidance emphasises the need to retain its 
countryside’s local distinctiveness and character. It aims to promote new development 
which is sustainable in the long term and is thoughtfully designed for its specific 
location. 
The best of North Ayrshire’s countryside is defined by areas with their own landscape 
character (such as agricultural land, woodland, coastline, hillside). This is interspersed 
with single houses, groups of houses or smaller settlements which are clearly defined   
and which have a pattern and scale that complements their rural setting.  
In contrast, suburban and poor edge of settlement development blurs the boundaries 
between countryside and settlement with a pattern of housing which “could be 
anywhere”, together with  land  which often has no obvious function or character. 
Poor development in the countryside often has a disproportionate effect on its 
surroundings. This is because the experience of a rural landscape differs from that 
offered in an urban or suburban setting. A rural landscape is generally viewed from 
a wide prospect in a way that many urban settings are not, so one badly designed 
development in the countryside has a far wider impact than its equivalent in a city, 
town or village. 
Because North Ayrshire has a wide range of locally distinctive and attractive 
landscape and settlements, this Design Guidance does not give detailed 
recommendations for every situation.
Instead it focuses on the broad principles which underpin all small-scale 
development in the countryside. It suggests that designers and developers 
consider how their proposed development fits into its landscape setting as 
carefully as they consider their choice of materials, fittings and interiors. 

All new development needs to take cognisance of its landscape 
and settlement context and the Guidance continues with an 
explanation of North Ayrshire’s existing rural character.

 

existing small cluster development at edge of settlement

 over-development at edge of settlement

This Design Guidance is intended to promote good, locally distinctive designs 
for new rural homes within North Ayrshire. To achieve this, designers need 
to develop good quality contemporary solutions which are based upon an 
understanding of North Ayrshire’s Rural character - its landscape, building and 
settlements and the way in which they interact. 
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a sense of place......... 
North Ayrshire’s landscape 
character 

Continuous occupation from early times to the present day 
has shaped North Ayrshire’s countryside. This, together 
with the local geology, agriculture,  industry and topography, 
means that specific places have different qualities which are 
distinctive and different.

The landscape in North Ayrshire varies within what might 
be described as character areas.  It is in many ways  an 
unexpectedly “fragile’” landscape.

Isle of Arran A rich mix of highland and 
lowland landscape - “Scotland in Miniature”. To 
the North is an area of breathtaking and dramatic 
scenery centred around Goat Fell and the 
surrounding rugged moorland hills; to the South 
gentle, rolling farmed landscape and coastal 
lowland moor. Its scenic character means that 
Arran is a focus for tourism.

North Coast & Cumbraes Irvine & Kilwinning

Garnock Valley      Including the areas around 
the settlements of Dalry, Kilbirnie and Beith along 
the valley of the River Garnock.  This was a focus 
for communication, settlement and industry based 
upon the exploitation of water power for textiles, 
coal, iron and steel. The landscape features a 
dense network of hedges, woodland and fields - 
this intact agricultural landscape is distinctive and 
needs to be respected by new development.
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North Coast and Cumbraes This area 
includes West Kilbride, Largs, Millport and 
Skelmorlie along with smaller villages such as 
Fairlie which are located along the coastline 
and enjoy spectacular views to Arran and the 
the Cowal peninsula. While the coastal fringe 
is associated with a distinctive agricultural 
landscape, inland there is rugged moorland, hills 
and valleys. Like the Garnock Valley, there are 
areas of important agricultural landscape.

Three Towns  Here development is focused 
on the coast and is mainly urban in character 
- this is the location for the towns of Ardrossan, 
Saltcoats and Stevenston. Raised beaches 
at the coast were associated with historic 
settlement  and have now been “reclaimed” for 
urban expansion. They sit against a backdrop of 
rising ground which is the location for a lowland 
agricultural landscape.

Irvine and Kilwinning An area with a long 
and rich history and the subject of ongoing 
regeneration. Irvine is located on the coast, while  
Kilwinning is located inland. Here the surroundings 
are extensive undulating agricultural landscape 
and some historic woodland. 
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a sense of place - North Ayrshire’s rural character 

Settlement Character 
In medieval times North Ayrshire was, like many other places in Scotland,  
a landscape of fortified castles and small farming settlements. The remains 
of medieval “run-rig” fields can still be seen today.

In the early eighteenth century subsistence farming was replaced by 
larger, more productive farmsteadings, and later as North Ayrshire 
industrialised -  with mineral extraction and textile manufacturing - there 
was rapid development of existing towns  and the formation of new smaller 
communities in the countryside directly related to specific factories, mines 
and other industry.

North Ayrshire’s buildings reflect this change. From the seventeenth to the 
eighteenth century most older houses were simple single storey thatched 
properties with rubble masonry walls generally located along roads or in 
loose clusters. These were replaced by larger farmsteadings and their  
associated enclosure of the landscape with hawthorn or beech hedging 
and stone dykes, and the planting of new trees, shelterbelts and woodland. 
Very few early houses remain and the majority of North Ayrshire’s traditional 
buildings date from the late eighteenth century onward.  

Large scale coal workings developed to service North Ayrshire’s developing  
industries - now expanded to include ironworks, engineering works, 
chemical and fertiliser manufacture  - and by the late 1800’s there was 
a network of coal bings, mine structures, furnaces and process areas 
together with settlements for workers, linked by new railways. By the end 
of the nineteenth century Ayrshire was transformed, with a prosperous and 
mainly urban population. 

During the twentieth century a number of  new housing developments were 
constructed which were associated with localised industry in Ayrshire’s 
countryside, such as replacement of “Miner’s Rows” with new Council 
Housing. Often located at the edge of settlements, this new housing was 
not designed with regard to its context - as a result it looked out of place and 
inappropriate in its setting.

As the  twentieth century progressed, there was a dramatic decline in heavy 
industry. Most ironworks had shut down by the 1920s and many coalfields 
were worked-out in the 1930s - some  have since been replaced by open 
cast mining.  

Although many small-scale industries have long since disappeared, 
associated housing development still remains - sometimes this takes the 
form of ad-hoc, often dispersed development around a road junction, these 
now appear incongruously isolated.  Often they have been added to with 
poorly designed or standard “off the shelf” kit homes which appear suburban 
in what is a rural or edge of settlement setting. 

In contrast, throughout the area’s industrial decline, North Ayrshire’s farming   
and agriculture has continued.  This means older field patterns, hedges, 
boundaries and farmsteadings have mainly been retained - as an integrated 
whole.  This is the dominant and special characteristic  of the North Ayrshire 
countryside development pattern.
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North Ayrshire’s buildings and groupings

Farmsteadings - associated with an open 
agricultural landscape 
Unlike other less-sheltered parts of Scotland, farms in North 
Ayrshire are often sited on low hill tops, and can be very 
prominent. Farm buildings are large in scale, reflecting their 
origins in commercial rather than subsistence farming.  
They typically comprise a farmhouse (often of attractive, formal 
design) at the centre of a courtyard formed by outbuildings - 
often those directly adjoining the house have an L-shaped 

North Ayrshire; farmsteadings located in agricultural landscape

Typical settlement types 
There are some types of buildings, groups 
of buildings and patterns of development 
which are typical of North Ayrshire. Their 
distinctive local character is determined 
as much by the way in which buildings 
are sited as by their proportions, massing 
and materials. This relationship is referred 
to in this document as their “settlement  
pattern”. It is an important clue as to how 
new developments should be sited.

plan. Although the outbuildings are often modern sheds and 
barns they are generally well integrated with the original farm 
buildings, and in line with functionality most farmsteadings form a 
compact rather than dispersed development.
Traditional buildings are often whitewashed with slate roofs 
and black painted woodwork; they feature robust and simple 
construction methods and details. Traditional boundary types, 
such as dry stone walls directly abut farm buildings and form a 
visual link to surrounding fields.

1
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Linear developments - often located at river valleys 
and in a more enclosed landscape setting 
These settlements reflect their origins as loose groupings of older 
properties  along  an original track or road. Often they sit directly at the 
back of the pavement and have no front garden; they often form terraces 
or pairs of properties. These are generally orientated towards the road 
and vary in height between one, one and a half and two storey. 
Sometimes, as settlements have grown, subsequent development sits 
behind the original linear grouping - a result of a “feued” arrangement 
accessed from between existing properties.
These groups of properties are small in scale and rural in character; they 
are generally constructed from rubble with dressed ashlar stone lintels 
and skews. They can be harled or rendered with slated roofs.

North Ayrshire; linear development examples

North Ayrshire’s buildings and groupings

2
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North Ayrshire’s buildings and groupings

Nucleated development; loose groups 
and clusters  
These groups of buildings are often developed around 
crossroads or junctions, or are associated with local 
industry. They tend to incorporate a range of building 
construction with a consequent variation in massing, 
proportion and materials. 
The most successful of these clusters comprise 
a group of buildings which may be stylistically 
different but which often have the same plot size and 
relationship to the road. Generally they are small in 
scale and their variation helps to give them a more 
rural character Often the more successful clusters 
share the same boundary treatment, which can help 
to draw together a range of building types. 
Less successful groupings can be overly monolithic 
- perhaps with the same single house type repeated. 
They sometimes have a suburban settlement pattern 
loosely focussed on newer access-ways in a cul de 
sac arrangement which generally looks out of place 
in a rural context.  

3

North Ayrshire; aerial view of cluster at Barrmill

North Ayrshire; small grouping
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This section of the Design Guidance considers how new  buildings 
should be located in their setting and the landscape.  It aims to 
explain why development which may be appropriate in one location 
will not be appropriate in another and how good new development 
should take account of its context so that it complements its setting 
and ensures that it is locally appropriate.

siting
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siting - single houses

Older domestic buildings in North Ayrshire’s countryside are 
generally well integrated within their setting. They were built to take 
into account their local landscape and weather and were often sited 
to make the most of contours, shelter planting and existing roads. 
New houses are less likely to look out of place in their setting if they 
are located as sensitively as their older counterparts. 

Important issues to consider include:-

• Integration with the landscape   
Retaining the distinctive quality of the countryside is important, and no new 
properties should be located where they visually dominate their setting and 
assume a prominence which is generally associated with more important 
and imposing building types (such as castles, churches, stately homes).
Even where houses are set in a secluded location their access-ways, 
boundary treatments and entrances can have a signifi cant impact on the 
landscape; these elements therefore need to be considered as sensitively 
and carefully as properties themselves.

• Siting for shelter   
Just as traditional buildings avoided exposed locations, contemporary 
properties should be sited to make the most of shelter and solar gain. The 
orientation and siting of other older domestic properties in the same locality 
will often provide clues as to the best way to site a newer house.
Many good contemporary Scottish houses have sustainable designs 
which include larger windows to the south and west which maximise 
daylight and passive solar heating. They have smaller windows to the 
north and east to minimise exposure to wind and rain. Because of the 
prevailing wind direction in North Ayrshire - from the south west - special 
care needs to be taken to balance the need for shelter with the benefi ts of 
designing for solar gain.

• Trees and Planting    
Historically in rural North Ayrshire, development has not usually intruded 
onto the more open cultivated agricultural landscape and instead has 
often been located in areas which have been defi ned and contained by 
topography and shelter planting. 
The integrated relationship between planting and built form is an important 
contributor to North Ayrshire’s rural character and new properties should 
consider existing trees and planting in order to be appropriate for their 
landscape setting.  Where possible existing appropriate planting should 
be retained and if required, reinforced.

• Avoiding suburban siting  
Homes which follow “conventional” planning guidance which aims to 
protect amenity in  larger developments, and bears on front garden sizes, 
driveways, garages, back gardens and screen fencing are generally not 
appropriate in rural North Ayrshire where successful older properties do 
not follow this development pattern.

• Poorly sited single houses 
Locating homes to make the most of views, rather than for shelter, can 
result in unacceptably prominent development. Homes which feature 
radically different orientation and siting to other older domestic properties 
in the same locality similarly tend to look out of place. Accessways 
and entrances can dominate the landscape and suburban boundary 
treatments and planting can negatively impact on rural character.   
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GOOD SITING GOOD SITING

Lowland North Ayrshire Upland North Ayrshire

POOR SITING
• Lack of shelter planting means new home is overly prominent
• Prominent accessway & large areas of hardstanding
• Suburban boundary fencing to garden is out of place
• Planting is suburban and does not integrate with surrounding 
  countryside

• Property located on a 
slight rise
• Sheltered planting 
integrates built form 
with the landscape
• Low-key unobtrusive access 
road
• Boundaries link in with existing fi eld 
structure
• Outbuildings integrated with development 
• Hedges and planting are appropriate for their setting and 
link in with existing landscape features 

• Building located at the foot of a hillside
• Hedges and planting are appropriate for their setting and link in with existing 
landscape features
• Built form sits below the skyline with landscape as a backdrop 
• Integration into existing setting gives shelter
• Outbuildings integrated with development 

POOR SITING
• New home sits on site where existing planting and landscape 
features have been removed 
• Suburban layout looks out of place
• Parking is too prominent 
• Outbuilding is not integrated with main property 
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The problem:  poor siting 

Some development looks inappropriate for its setting even though 
individual buildings have been designed to look like their neighbours,  
with a similar scale and massing, and using the same materials as 
adjacent properties. 
The reasons for this are often because;-  
•   Poorly sited new homes have a setting which is suburban 
– perhaps a front garden is provided where traditionally there was none, 
or for privacy an obtrusive close-boarded fence has been provided. 
Standard suburban boundary and garden treatments (brick walls, 
pavoirs etc.) can further exacerbate this effect.  (House types with a deep 
plan are often associated with this type of development because they are 
the best way to effi ciently occupy a restricted site.  If they are used, their 
roofs and massing require to be carefully considered in order to minimise 
the scale of development.)
•  Poorly sited new homes have a different density and settlement 
pattern – many existing small settlements within North Ayrshire have 
their own distinctive character determined by their density and settlement 
pattern – whether houses are spaced close together or further apart; how 
close they are to the road and the size of garden space. New houses will 
look out of place if their density and settlement pattern is inappropriate for 
their location.
•  Poorly sited new homes have  a new “road determined” 
orientation pattern - there is generally a pattern to the way in which 
rural houses are orientated; for example a number of single houses will 
all face the same way –  perhaps facing the road or the coast, or, in a 
smaller settlement  all houses may be orientated differently to each other 
- usually at right angles. In contrast in new developments all houses tend 
to follow a suburban road-dominated layout where they all face the road 
or are “angled” to it.  This is not acceptable in a rural context
•   The distinction between town and countryside becomes blurred 
– “Could be anywhere housing”  interspersed with land with no obvious 
function or character means countryside starts to look suburban.  Lower 
density ribbon development along a road changes the character from 
countryside to sprawl. Edge of settlement development “bleeds away” 
into the countryside. Alternatively,  an unduly dense grouping located in 
the countryside can look as if it has been airlifted from suburbia.

siting -smaller groups (between 1 and 4  properties) 

The solution; siting based on local 
development patterns 
Small groups of buildings in the same rural area 
tend to have similar settlement patterns because the 
pattern of development is dictated by local landscape 
use, planting and topography. 

Successful well integrated new development should ;-

• Be based on successful, local rural 
settlement patterns which generally do not 
incorporate urban or suburban elements such as street 
lighting columns, paviours and pavements.  Designers 
should base proposals on an understanding of how 
successful local patterns of development have evolved, 
and how they can be adapted for new development.

• Use planting and landscape features to 
visually integrate new development
It is often helpful if new development is located at the 
same contour levels as adjacent existing property.  A 
sensitive approach to planting and a building’s setting can 
make  an otherwise undistinguished design appropriate 
and attractive.  

• Retain the same scale and density as 
adjacent groups of smaller buildings. 
A new development should not overwhelm its existing 
neighbours or introduce an unsympathetic  and 
inappropriate development type.
The retention of successful locally distinctive settlement 
patterns is a fundamental principle which should underpin 
the design of all new, smaller developments.

suburban development pattern 

introverted development 
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smaller ‘linear’ developments 
Existing small linear developments are a good 
model in some locations for new rural housing. 
Houses are generally wide fronted and in terraces.  
Developers have tended to resist this model to date 
but the townscape, economic and sustainablility 
advantages of this approach  are now recognised. 
Elsewhere in the UK new housing is using this 
model and pends are often incorporated in short 
terraces to access gardens and parking. 

Unlike “ribbon development” (described on  p.33),  
these linear developments retain North Ayrshire’s 
countryside character. They provide consolidated, 
dense and small-scale  groups which do not 
overwhelm their landscape setting.

‘nucleated groups’ 
New groupings based on existing clusters of  
development can be a good model for development 
provided they are not at odds with the landscape and 
settlement character of their proposed  location. This 
type of informal grouping offers an alternative to the 
standard cul de sac. 
To succeed,  buildings need to be grouped around 
attractive small scale informal spaces and need to 
integrate landscaping into the development site. 
Locating garden spaces and parking to the side of a 
house and varying the orientation of properties also 
helps to  provide a more rural character, where all 
properties do not face inward towards a hammerhead 
or vehicle turning circle.

‘farmsteading’ 
Existing farmsteading developments provide 
a model for new compact rural housing 
developments.  
Individual buildings can be of different scale and 
massing, and grouped appropriately (generally 
around a courtyard) to give  character, density 
and a sense of community. This model can also 
be used for the design of a large home in keeping 
with its rural context. (Existing farmsteadings can 
also be converted and sometimes extended for 
new homes).

siting -smaller groups; models for new development  
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well defi ned area of 
countryside retained

 
Edge of settlement development 

farmsteading nucleated cluster 
around road junction 

well-defined area of countryside between built form

Where new development is an addition to an existing small-scale  grouping it 
should be designed to reinforce local character and be an integrated part of the 
existing development.
• Additions at the edges of existing small–scale groupings are generally 
very prominent when viewed from a distance and approached by road. Because of this 
a high architectural quality is essential to take into account this high visual impact.
• Planting can be usefully incorporated into new edge of settlement 
development as it can reinforce or create a landscape  framework which  defi nes both 
the edge of a settlement and the beginning of the countryside.
• New edge of settlement development  needs to relate to the traditional 
settlement pattern of  existing  development and reinforce existing patterns of planting fi eld 
boundaries.  

Before development Good well integrated solution
• traditional rural settlement with variation in the way houses are located - this  can only be 
successful when paired with high quality landscape, boundaries & a considered approach 
to site layout.
• houses are set in plots like their older traditional counterparts
• some houses address roads and streets directly

rural boundaries - stone 
walling, post and wire fences, 
hedging 

• Designers should avoid;-
• Adding a “standard” housing layout to an existing settlement. Cul-de-sacs are 
generally inappropriate.
• Introducing dispersed development which does not share any of the characteristics 
of its neighbours -  e.g. orientation, set back to the road, massing, scale and boundary 
treatments
• Standardised “could be anywhere” design  which will generally detract from an existing 
locally distinctive and characterful grouping, or predominantly characterfully designed 
buildings.

carefully designed approach 
outbuildings face onto road

house faces onto road
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ribbon development

overly suburban
• suburban cul-de-sac is out of place in rural village setting
• standard “could be anywhere” design
• standardised development with standard sized front and back gardens

• buildings are larger scale than existing 
• development is setback from the road
• standard “could be anywhere” design is out of place 

this development pattern is 
generated from a standard 
plot layout which repeats 
for every house 

development is uniform  - every house has the 
same size of front garden and all houses face 
directly onto their access road 

standard “urban” street lighting, paving, 
and timber fencing are out of place 
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• developing behind existing 
properties avoids ribbon 
development along existing road 
• compact ‘nucleated’ development 
retains differentiation between settlement 
and country
• settlement character is retained 
• opportunity to design attractive small scale 
external spaces

well-designed infill

• scale is out of context with existing buildings
• existing building line is not maintained
• inappropriate suburban boundary treatment
• different materials and character from surrounding buildings

less appropriate infill

 
Infill development 
Where new development is an addition to an 
existing small scale  grouping the it is important 
that it is designed to reinforce the building group’s 
distinctive, positive characteristics; sometimes, in 
these situations standard planning guidance will not 
be appropriate.

New development can have a role knitting together more 
dispersed and disparate development, but to succeed it 
will generally need to incorporate some of the character-
istics of  an existing group such as similar orientation, 
scale, massing or boundary treatments.
In order to avoid “ribbon” development with its urban 
sprawl effect, designers should consider locating new 
properties behind existing groupings in order to maintain 
the best qualities of a defined and compact (nucleated)  
development cluster. Historically this is the way that 
many smaller groupings have expanded to include one 
or two additional properties, and if considered in tandem 
with minimised roads access, should provide a more 
convincing and rural solution.

Designers should avoid;-

• Introducing new infill buildings which do not share 
any of the characteristics of their neighbours -  e.g. 
in terms of orientation, set back to the road, massing, 
scale and boundary treatments.  n.b. in some traditional 
groupings variance is the norm!
•  Standardised “could be anywhere” designs  which 
will generally detract from an existing locally distinctive 
and characterful grouping or predominantly characterfully 
designed buildings.
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Planting and boundaries
Many locations which are the focus for development are 
located within North Ayrshire’s agricultural landscape, 
which features a distinctive and extensive pattern of 
hedgerows (generally hawthorn but sometimes beech) 
and drystone walls. Hedgerows and field boundaries are 
often reinforced by lines of trees – usually beech, oak, 
ash and sycamore – and are supplemented by areas of 
woodland, plantations,  shelter planting, and more recent 
Forestry Commission planting.
New development should reinforce and integrate with 
this distinctive pattern of planting and open space which 
contributes to North Ayrshire’s distinctive local character.

• Well designed gardens, planting and boundaries 
should minimise the impact of development on the 
landscape and integrate it with its setting
• Prominent  and inappropriate boundary treatments, 
gateways and planting can have a greater impact on 
their setting than the property with which they are 
associated
• Blocks  of planting can be used to integrate new 
development with North Ayrshire’s pattern of open 
spaces 
• ‘Introverted’ development should be avoided on 
edge sites as this offers boundary fences as the main 
‘feature’ to the public view. Where possible layouts  should  
vary the  orientation of houses so that the presentation  of 
garden spaces is not monolithic and constant.
• New landscape features such as hedgerows and tree 
planting can provide opportunities for future screening , as 
an alternative to fencing 
• Provide naturalistic planting  associated with the 
sympathetic retention of existing landscapes 
• Provide rural rather than suburban boundary 
treatments – in North Ayrshire these are most likely to be 
successful if they are simple fences, hedges or drystone 
walls

rural boundary; drystone wall and hedgerow brings continuity to a range of newer development 

introverted development; 

• boundary fence is main feature of 
development from a distance

naturalistic planting; 

• this house’s setting has a countryside character 
• existing planting is incorporated into garden 
• landscaping forms boundary to plot
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 Access & parking 

North Ayrshire is a predominantly rural area whose residents rely 
on the use of the car,  so there will always be a need to include 
safe road access with adequate sightlines, and parking which is 
well integrated into its setting.
Some recent new developments have been based upon road layouts 
which have not been specifi cally designed for their location  and where 
the location of properties is determined by the road layout rather than 
local  settlement patterns.  In this type of development  parking is often 
insensitively sited directly in front of properties, leading to development 
which is characterized by the over-dominance of the car. 
Better development avoids standard, formulaic road layouts and links 
different types of road to different locations. It considers the visual 
impact of accessways, parking and entrances on the landscape. It 
is useful for designers to extend the design concept and character 
which underpins the design of properties themselves, to their access, 
entrances and parking. For example single houses can use locally 
sourced gravel for driveways; small clusters of development can use  
locally sourced recycled cobbles for shared parking areas. 
Lighting designed for more urban areas can be a source of light 
pollution in rural locations. New developments need to balance the 
need for safety and security against the need to design sustainable 
rural developments which retain local distinctiveness and minimise 
unnecessary energy use. Consider locating lights where they are 
shielded by buildings; choose fi ttings which minimise light spillage.

Single houses 
• Entrances should be informal and rural in nature; many entrances to 
driveways in rural areas are very low-key with only gates & signage to 
locate them.
• Where bins are to be stored at entrances – including recycling bins 
- they should be, as far as possible screened from view
• In more rural locations where there are stand-alone properties parking 
should not be prominently located between roads and buildings but 
should be screened from view

Smaller groups 
• Wherever possible, footpaths should be separated from the road by 
landscaping
• Access and parking should be carefully designed so that it contributes 
to the overall positive character of the development.

Poor parking layout
• overly prominent parking
• directly in front of property
• not screened from road

Good parking layout
• at side of property
• screened by landscaping

Single houses; parking Smaller groups; parking

Poor parking layout
• overly prominent parking
• directly in front of property
• not screened from road

Good parking layout
• at side of property & screened by landscaping
• through a pend access
• at rear of property
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good quality contemporary solutions

Rural solutions
Farmstead conversions; parking solutions 

poor quality parking at farmstead conversion - no attempt made to integrate it with its 
rural surroundings

better parking - cars are located in screened car-parking areas or within “farm-building” 
garages 

Rural entrances and accessways

Parking solutions 
1 2 3 4

1 grasscrete for visitor parking
2 granite setts 
3 pergola within courtyard 
development screens cars from 
view
4 new drystone wall screens 
parking area 
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character
Proposals based on previous sections of this guidance will be 
sensitively designed in terms of siting, grouping and access. New 
development should also be designed to be of an approriate character 
for its context. In some cases this may be simple and well proportioned 
- in others more elaborate. 

This section of the Guidance aims to explain how good quality design 
can take references from characteristic rural buildings of the past while 
resulting in buildings that are innovative, contemporary and of our time. 
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symmetrical 
facade with larger 
mass of wall to 
window

individual houses

low linear massing; 
larger opening 
from industrial/
agricultural use

repetition and 
symmetry of 
eaves dormers; 
consistent 
boundary wall

small - scale; eaves level determined by 
opening height, minimal underbuilding

small openings in gable wall and 
simple detail at verge

 
The following pages are intended as a brief 
summary of the typical architectural character of 
many of  North Ayrshire’s rural buildings.  This 
is an introduction to what is a wide and varied 
area. Architects and designers should base 
proposals on their own thorough analysis of key 
aspects of the character of a particular location 
and context. 
The following pages are not intended to promote 
proposals that are pastiche or poor modern 
copies of what exists - rather that new designs 
are appropiate, contemporary and sensitive to 
their sites. 

North Ayrshire character 

Individual properties;  
massing, proportion and scale 
Many of North Ayrshire’s older rural buildings are based 
upon a long, narrow plan - itself the result of the construction 
methods and materials available at the time.  This gives them 
a massing and proportions which are very different from many 
newer houses which are based upon a deeper “suburban” 
plan layout.
North Ayrshire’s older rural buildings often have a simple 
and robust character with strong simple shapes and simple 
construction details, such as those at gutters and verges.
Flat external walls have a horizontal emphasis with small 
vertically proportioned windows and openings generally 
symmetrically placed in facades.These are  often offset by a 
larger area of wall. 
Even though some houses can be quite substantial, many 
older buildings are small in scale with minimal underbuilding 
and eaves directly above window heads.
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smaller groups

alternate orientation of grouping

variation in roof pitches of adjoining buildingsthis short terrace features a change in massing 
and materials 

Smaller groups; 
massing, proportion and scale 
Many older, characterful groups of houses share 
the same massing, scale and proportions.  They  
are not, however, uniform - individuality is often 
introduced through;-
• a small variation in roof pitches of adjoining 
terraced properties.
• use of the same simple eaves, verge and 
window details throughout 
• alternate orientation between individual 
properties within a group 
•  a variation in scale and massing within groups;  
most existing groupings include single, one and a 
half and two storey properties.

 
change in massing and material, continuity of 
dormers, chimneys and boundary wall

farm steading grouping - massing broken into smaller 
elements

variation in ridge heights and materials
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Slate 

Red clay tile

Roofs

Patterned slate

The recurring materials in the local palette are rubble stone and occasionaly ashlar stone, with 
painted and/or dressed window surrounds. Limewashed or whitewashed stone, render or harling 
is also common. The predominant roofing material is slate, with skew gables but there is also a 
significant number of properties with hipped roofs. Some newer, twentieth century properties feature 
a wider range of materials and details including  the use of brick and clay tile roofs

North Ayrshire character – materials 

Stone

Rubble  

Dressed ashlar stone Limewashed stone

Render

Rubble and ashlar dressings

Painted, dressed stone at window 
surrounds

Openings

Harling

Whitewashed stone
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Construction details

skew gable with stone coping skew gable hipped roof

skew gable verge detail flush gable verge detail cill detail

window surround detail

typical dormer 

North Ayrshire character – construction details 
Many of North Ayrshire’s rural buildings  
have a distinctive character which 
distinguishes them from their more urban 
counterparts.
Although the use of specific “North 
Ayrshire” materials  can go some way 
towards integrating new developments 
into the countryside, the way in which 
these materials relate to each other also 
needs to be considered.
Many rural buildings have simple and 
robust construction details which are a 
good basis for contemporary designs.

Traditional farmsteading details

boundary treatment integrated with built form  
and forms  a visual link to surrounding fields.greater mass of wall to window simple roofs and openings
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Why does some development look wrong, even if it is sited properly? 
Well-intended designers can produce proposals for rural buildings which attempt to 
incorporate the features of good local buildings, but which still look out of place. Often 
the reason for this is because a building can be a compromise - the result of a designer’s 
attempt to reconcile traditional aesthetics, modern lifestyle, building regulations and 
newer construction techniques. Particular problems include;-

inappropriate massing and proportion 
• too large a scale; often because of greater floor to ceiling heights and more extensive 
underbuilding 
• proportions are very different; most suburban plan forms are deep from front to back and have 
a narrower frontage (in order to make the most of plot size) and houses  are often semi-detached. These 
house types tend to look out of place in rural areas. Sometimes , when a house plan is developed before 
a designer has started to think about massing, a property’s final  proportions can start to become overly 
complex.

inappropriate materials and details
• materials and construction techniques are not rural in character – some materials and 
construction techniques can suggest a more urban or suburban character. For example the use of brick, 
and large areas of paviors is more generally associated with larger suburban developments
• materials and techniques which contradict rural massing and proportions - rural 
buildings tend to be very simple with uncomplicated and unobstrusive details. Their proportions and 
massing can easily be overwhelmed by unsympathetic materials and clumsy  construction details - for 
example heavy and complicated eaves and verges. 

unsuccessful “Scottish” pastiche:-  massing and proportions

typical north ayrshire 
rural massing and proportions

narrow proportions
simple roof

overly complex and heavy roof
extensive underbuilding and 
obtrusive ramp

examples of poor materials and detailing 

modern house types which are not suitable for a rural locationpoor quality cement render perpend vents are overly 
obtrusive at rendered timber 
kit house
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Retaining a locally distinctive character 

small scale rural massing using contemporary materials and details

Contemporary Design
Although designing an exact copy of a good quality traditional building can ensure 
that new development is integrated with its North Ayrshire context, it is not necessarily 
the best solution for the building’s occupants. Smaller windows associated with older 
properties reduce daylighting and solar gain, and restrict views of North Ayrshire’s 
beautiful countryside. Smaller properties restrict head heights and reduce room sizes 
and, together with steps at entrances can restrict access for those with disabilities.  
Copying traditional buildings can be an overly restrictive remit for designers,  who are 
in the main keen to promote architecture of its time.
The challenge for designers is therefore to design new characterful buildings 
which  reconcile the requirements of a modern lifestyle with the need for 
integration into  their context. Successful and appropriate new development 
often has simple proportions and details, based on those of their traditional 
rural equivalent.  Key issues to consider include the following;-

 • Use rural proportions Although this Guidance does not seek to be prescriptive, 
it is worth noting that unpretentious  new designs which are sensitively integrated with 
their landscape setting often have steeper symmetrically pitched roofs and strong 
simple roof shapes together with a simple long narrow plan form typical of most 
rural locations and flat, minimally articulated facades with a greater mass of wall to 
window. 
Where this approach is not adopted (for instance where roofs are at a lower pitch, 
or are asymmetrical or monopitch) a high level of design quality and control will be 
needed.
 

• Minimise scale As far as possible, minimise  floor to ceiling heights. Many 
newer properties incorporate open-plan or double height spaces and  larger full height  
windows which can give the impression of spaciousness while retaining a smaller  
scale associated with rural buildings.

contemporary scottish examples............

appropriate rural materials contemporary use of scottish materials  which suits  North Ayrshire’s locally distinctive character.
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Retaining a locally distinctive character 
• Minimise underbuilding Minimise internal ground floor 
levels (using concrete floors rather than suspended timber is 
generally helpful in this regard). Thresholds without a step at 
entrance doors are now required by the Building Regulations. 
Although this can be achieved with a suspended timber floor an 
external ramp is required which can be unattractive and costly. 
A better detail is to make the internal ground floor level and 
external ground level more or less equal at the front door. 
This detail works best in a sheltered location and the following 
solutions are suggested;-
• Locate entrances in the most sheltered position and provide 
suitable run off/drainage for the area around an entrance door
• Provide a suitable porch or inset entrances to provide a 
covered area. 

• Larger properties should be designed  so that 
they do not dominate their landscape setting or 
neighbouring properties. Many newer properties are 
significantly larger than their older counterparts, (for example 
some newer homes now contain a range of  accommodation   
such as home offices, games rooms, swimming pools, home 
gyms etc.)  If these properties are badly designed their large 
scale can have a significant negative impression on their rural 
setting. Often if the massing of a  larger building is broken-up 
in an informal way, its impact on its setting will be significantly 
reduced.

• Fenestration New development in the countryside should 
incorporate  fenestration which not only takes account of views,  
but which adds to a property’s sustainability by maximising 
daylighting and solar gain. Good designers are able to  reconcile 
larger windows with rural proportions and character by;-
• Basing new larger windows  on  the opening sizes and 
proportions of North Ayrshire’s farm buildings – often floor to 
ceiling openings work well
• Counterbalancing areas of glazing with larger areas of 
masonry 
• Using high performance timber window sets which provide 
enhanced weather and air tightness, together with reduced 
heat loss.

Clashendeugle; larger contemporary  home integrated into setting with broken massing

Small scale rural buildings minmise underbuilding and have level thresholds  at sheltered entrances 

Fenestration Large areas of glazing make the most of views 

contemporary scottish examples............
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Integrating with existing developments
More recent development within North Ayrshire often in-
corporates a diverse range of architectural styles - from 
traditional 18th century farm buildings to  1930’s bunga-
lows with hipped roofs, and 1970’s chalet bungalows.
New designs in this type of location require a considered 
approach, based on a careful analysis of their context. 

• Identify opportunities to enhance existing 
settlements Sometimes an existing grouping may include a 
range of different properties which do not sit well together. This 
could be because they have different types of boundary walls 
and fences, or  they may have very different orientation and 
differing setbacks from access roads.
In these circumstances, new development has the potential to 
improve the grouping within which it sits through;-
•sensitively locating  new properties in relation to their existing 
neighbours 
•providing high quality boundary treatments and planting
•choosing materials and construction details which complement 
neighbouring properties 

• Identify design features which unite and integrate 
development Where there are a range of building types, 
there are often a range of features which unite and integrate 
them such as  similar boundary treatments; the same setback 
from road; similar roof heights; the same orientation; similar 
planting in garden; similar entrance gates.
New development should, where possible, incorporate these 
common features. 

• Minimise the negative impact of new development 
Within existing small-scale settlements, new parking, access 
and recycling facilities can have a significant negative impact if 
they are not carefully designed. 

Retaining a locally distinctive character 

Small scale rural buildings minmise underbuilding and have level thresholds  at sheltered entrances 

contemporary scottish examples............

North Ayrshire; sensitive development of farmsteading
• new development introduces a variation in massing and roof height
• car parking does not dominate 
• newer materials and construction details complement neighbouring properties
• appropriate high quality boundary walls and hedges 

Low Borland; a contemporary reinterpretation of a traditional farmstead
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Timber cladding  
Scotland has a tradition of timber-clad 
buildings. Timber cladding was an important 
external wall fi nish in the royal burghs of 
medieval Scotland and its use has continued 
through the 18th and 19th centuries, where 
timber cladding was used for a wide range of 
buildings, through to the 20th century when 
timber cladding was used extensively for social 
housing.

Timber cladding is now used in many Scottish 
rural locations because it is a sustainable, 
renewable material. Recent research and 
pilot projects have determined best practice 
in terms of specifi cation and detailing -  with 
careful design, Scottish timber can be used 
successfully in North Ayrshire.

North Ayrshire’s characteristic rural buildings 
have resulted from the careful and considered 
use of the best materials and technology 
available at the point in time when its buildings 
were constructed. Developers and designers 
can continue to build in the same way, 
addressing today’s concerns through the 
choice of  appropriate materials which are 
sustainable in the long  term.

Scottish timber buildings have 
generally refl ected the character, 
scale and massing of the buildings 
around them and new homes which 
incorporate timber cladding should 
continue this tradition. 

less acceptable timber buildings 
too similar to static 
caravan 

“swiss” chalet style

log cabins 

unacceptable stain colours for 
cladding  - too prominent in a rural 
location 

unacceptable and overly complex massing 

overly large in scale 
inappropriate proportions

overly complex roof

bulky, angled bay window

There are a number of proprietary and prefabricated 
timber-clad buildings which can currently be bought “off 
the shelf”. These building types are not compatible with 
North Ayrshire’s rural character and should be avoided.
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good examples of contemporary 
timber-clad rural housing....... 
Many well-designed contemporary Scottish 
rural houses make use of timber cladding. 
The best examples have a distinctively 
Scottish rural character  which is based on 
simple massing and proportions, smaller 
scale and good siting.

better colours; stains for timber cladding natural colour for timber; contemporary scottish examples

better stain colours for 
cladding 
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process
When applicants and agents submit applications for Planning Consent 
they need to demonstrate that their proposals are based on a thoughtful 
approach taken from an appreciation of North Ayrshire’s countryside 
setting. 

Applicants are strongly advised to employ a suitably skilled 
and experienced designer who is able to demonstrate that 
their proposals are not only well designed but are appropriate 
for their proposed location.

In addition to this Design Guidance there is a range of other policy and 
guidelines which are related to specific locations - for example the area-
specific policy within North Ayrshire’s Local Plan. 

There are also policy documents, guides, standards and regulations 
which have been drafted by other organisations and which need to be 
taken into account when designing proposals. 

Policy requirements will be different for every site, so early 
consultation with Planning Officers is recommended in 
order to determine the specific constraints that can affect a 
development. 
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Planning Process – preparing a design statement 

The guidance for Design Statements which follows emphasises the importance 
of considering the impact of development on its locale.

Design Statement Format
A Design Statement does not need to be a long or detailed document.  Smaller 
projects can be summarised in one or two pages, larger projects could be 
explained using a brief A4 or A3 document. Proposals are best explained 
using clear illustrations and photographs.
In all cases the aim should be to provide a brief, legible summary of the design 
principles which underpin proposals.

Assessing proposals - how a Design Statement can help 
When assessing Design Proposals, Planning Officers should typically be able 
to refer to Design Statements to address the following;- 

Planning Advice Note 68, (PAN 68) was  published by the Scottish Executive 
in August 2003. In addition to recommending that Local Authorities should 
provide Design Guidance for specific topics and areas it encourages 
applicants to use Design Statements in the planning application process.

It explains the role that Design Statements can play in ensuring appropriate, 
sustainable development and outlines how they can be used as a tool for 
applicants and planning officers to test the thinking behind design decisions.  
It also stresses the importance of clear communication and dialogue 
between applicants, their designers and Planning Officers at an early stage 
in the Design Process.

Whilst PAN 68 sets out expectations and general guidance for Design 
Statements the Guidance within this document aims to focus on some of 
the key issues that a Design Statement for new small developments in North 
Ayrshire’s rural landscape should consider.  

What is a Design Statement?
Design statements are intended to supplement the information required 
for Planning Applications in order to expedite and improve the dialogue 
between planning officers and applicants. In order to have a constructive 
and useful discussion, all parties need to be clear about the issues which 
need to be discussed. 
A good Design Statement provides a range of supplementary, illustrative 
material  which clearly explains the ideas which underpin design decisions.  
It should not simply be a representation of the information already required 
for a Planning Application.  

What is the North Ayrshire rural context?
North Ayrshire’s rural landscape is a key contributor to the area’s distinctive 
character. Its character has been eroded in many areas by industry, 
new roads and poor quality development.  There are however still many 
attractive rural places and ones where good new development can mend 
past  damage.  Because of the potential impact of new development in 
what is a sensitive and sometimes fragile environment,  the design of new 
buildings needs to be particularly carefully considered.  
Design Statements are therefore required for all new developments 
within the countryside.

• is the new development sited and laid out in a way that is appropriate 
for its rural setting?

Does the Design Statement clearly show that the applicant understands how 
the development relates to its locale? Does the information submitted clearly 
illustrate the impact the proposal has on its setting? Is the design approach to 
‘setting’ and the impact of the  development appropriate for the site? 

• is the development  appropriate  in character for its site – rather than 
a standardised urban or suburban house design solution? 

Is the design appropriate for the area - taking account of the fact buildings in 
the wider area will have a rural character? Does the Design Statement explain 
the key characteristics of the existing buildings in the site’s locale? (nb.  they 
may not be appropriate!) 

• is the detailed design appropriate for its setting?
The design of external spaces impacts as much on their surroundings as the 
design of buildings themselves. Boundary treatments, parking and access 
design should all be very clearly illustrated so that they can be scrutinised to 
see if they are appropriate.
 •  is a positive design contribution being made by new single houses? 
The introduction of new single houses is particularly sensitive and a strong 
and clear justification is required for each individual proposal.
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Design Statement Content

In order to properly assess the impact of a potential 
development on its setting, both designers and 
planning officers need to have a clear idea of both the 
proposals and their context. In order to achieve this, 
both should know the site and have considered the 
specific proposals from the perspective of potential 
negative impact on the site’s context. The applicant 
should therefore ensure that the drawings submitted 
with the Planning Application provide sufficient 
good quality information to accurately describe the 
proposals and their immediate surroundings. 

The drawings and information in a Design Statement 
should supplement Planning Application drawings 
and duplication should be avoided. Typically, a 
Design Statement should include sketches, analytical 
diagrams, maps and photographs which help to explain 
the site characteristics more clearly, and the concept 
of the design and the key drivers that have informed 
it. Unless directly supporting and supplementing the 
illustrations, text should be kept to a minimum. 

The extent of information provided should be 
tailored to the type of development. It is important 
to focus the information provided - one key photo 
or sketch illustrating the context and its character is 
often much more informative than many historic maps 
or indiscriminate photos. 

The proposals will be considered by a range of 
consultees who may not always get the chance to 
visit the site  and it is likely that the proposals will 
be discussed away from the site itself.  The Design 
Statement Content should be geared to assist the 
process of consideration of the proposals in the 
context of the site and to illustrate the points that the 
architect considers to be important in his or her design 
development.

The Design Statement should include:-
 

1 Site Analysis
An illustrated Site Analysis will help demonstrate how the site characteristics have informed 
the proposed design. Where appropriate, this should summarise :-

• Aspect and orientation - the prevailing wind, sunpath etc
• Topography and site levels
• Services and infrastructure
• Vehicle access and sightlines; entrances and gateways to the development.
• Roads, cycle and other paths in the area
• Views to the site and from it
• Amenities and Hazards  
• Landscape features and land use
• Existing boundaries, walls and existing hedges
• Wildlife or habitat areas

2 Context Analysis
In some cases adjacent existing buildings and their setting will have a distinctive, positive and 
characterful quality and the best aspects of existing development will influence the design of a 
new development. Elsewhere existing development may not be attractive or may be at odds with 
its location and should not, therefore,  be used as a basis for proposals. In this case, good quality 
buildings and townscape in the wider area should be used as an alternative starting point for context 
analysis to be used as a basis for development. 
Analysis should refer to the issues covered in the Design Guidance, highlighting what are the 
important or common features of existing development, and where appropriate, this should 
summarise local features, buildings and landscape which has underpinned design ideas:

• Location and character of existing buildings and heritage features
• Building relationships, orientation and settlement pattern
• Building heights and building lines
• Density and plot size/s
• Relationship to road
• Massing and scale, materials and colour
• Architectural style or character
• Boundary treatments
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3 The Brief
Design Statements should include a short summary of the client’s 
requirements for the development (the Brief). This should be as 
succinct as possible - for most small housing developments it will be a 
paragraph of text. It should include- 

• Background to development; what is the reason for developing 
in this location?

• Proposed development type, accommodation and size; 
what will the building(s) be used for? will there be associated 
infrastructure e.g.external spaces, storage etc.

• Specific client aims and objectives; e.g accessibility, sustainable 
design etc.

• A summary description of key issues;  e.g. vehicle access, 
privacy requirements  etc. 

4  Design Concept
A good designer develops proposals from both an analysis of context 
and the client’s brief.  Their proposals are always based upon a 
strategy or concept which ensures that proposals not only fulfill their 
clients requirements but have a distinctive character and provide a 
positive addition to their setting.

A Design Statement might therefore include:- 

•   A brief summary which explains the development’s  Design 
Concept
•   Details of how the client’s brief and the context are reconciled in a 
creative way
•   Explanation of how site-specific design ideas have been applied to 
both buildings and to the spaces around the site
•   How the design principles described within this Guidance document, 
Designing Places and other relevant PANs* have been applied.

Design Statement Content (cont’d)

5 The Design Solution 
Although the drawings package submitted with an application 
for Planning Consent should accurately describe proposals, 
it may assist Planning Officers to assess an application if a 
Design Statement includes a brief explanation of how proposals 
fulfill the six qualities of what makes a successful place( from  
“Designing Places” Scottish Government Policy Statement) 
-these are outlined below;-

• Distinctive Does the development enhance a sense of 
identity?

• Safe and pleasant  Is the space safe for the community, 
attractive, useable and at the right scale?

• Easy to get to and move around Have direct routes been 
created? Does it provide access for disabled people?

• Welcoming  Have any new landmarks or gateways been 
created which help people to find their way around?

• Adaptable  Does the development or improvements support 
a mix of compatible uses? Will there be opportunities to make 
buildings and areas adaptable to a variety of future uses?

• Resource efficient  Has the opportunity been used to create 
a new and exciting building in how it has been constructed? 
Does it minimise the use of energy through the way it faces the 
sun? How sheltered is it from the wind?

* eg PAN67 Housing Quality 
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Views over Rothesay

Pitch roof to types C+D

Low pitch zinc roof to types A+B

Houses designed to suit the slope and the views

Pedestrian Path 
“New serpintine”

Type A semi-detached hous-
ing on St Bride’s Road

b
c

d

d

e

e

Plots
Adjacent to the initial development are six 
building plots. Fyne Homes Ltd plan to sell 
these with outline Planning Consent to 
allow individual houses be built, using the 
same palate of materials.

a

a

b

c

View of Rothesay from 
Housing 

Retaining wall used to 
create level gardens

Stepped houses allow clear 
views of Rothesay

    Sheet 2 Site Layout

2  Landscaping & Gardens

 As the ‘New Serpentine’ winds its way up 
through the site, the lower section passes the local 
bowling club, past an area for recycling. 

 The central section features the serpentine 
footpath with dense landscaping on either side. 

At the top there is a landscaped public garden with 
a seating area for everyone to pause and enjoy the 
spectacular view.

This landscaping is integral to the concept of the 
design. In conjunction with a reduction in the number 
of properties (88 to 40) it also allows the properties 
to each have their own area of level garden and 
parking- problems which were not addressed in the 
earlier development.

3 New Houses - respect for 
context
New houses on this extraordinary site must match 
the quality of their unique location.  Both the view 
towards and the superb views from the houses have 
influenced the proposed design.
All houses are designed to take advantage of the 
views with features such as upper level living rooms. 
They are modern but respect their context. The 
construction will endeavour to be energy efficient 
and sustainable.

1 Site Appraisal
There are two main site features:
Firstly, the site is in a high position with spectacular 
views over Rothesay Bay and almost the whole 
town. Consequently any building on the site can 
also be seen from many vantage points in Rothesay- 
including the ferry. 
Secondly, the site on an extremely steep sloping 
site. In the past this lead to accessibility problems. 
However the plan is now to turn this into a positive 
feature in the design of houses stepping down the 
site.

Kilcreggan         for Dunbritton Housing Association 
03 December 2008 

anderson bell+christie architects 
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